Ticketing Arrangement - Automatic Cancellation (TKXL)
A ticketing arrangement element (TK) must be included in the PNR to indicate the status of ticket
issuance of all the passengers in the PNR.
Action Identifiers like TKOK is used to indicate a ticket has been issued, TKTL for queue placement
and, TKXL for automatic cancellation.
TKXL allows the system to automatically cancel the itinerary based on the date, and time, entered in
the TK element.
The date entered must be later than, or equal to, the current date. If current date is mentioned, a time
of at least 5 minutes later must also be entered. The time and date entered cannot be later than the
departure time and date of the first air segment in the PNR.
Note: TKXL changes to TKOK at ticketing, however, in case of simultaneous transactions on the same
PNR, TKXL may not change to TKOK. We recommend to change TKXL to TKOK manually to avoid auto
cancellation of the PNR.
Illustration I
Considering current date & time is 17JUN18, 1319hours, system accepts the TKXL for 1325hrs for same date.
RP/DELXXXXXX/
1.AMADEUS/TEST
2 UK 975 Y 19DEC 3 DELBOM DK1 0600 0805 19DEC E 0 320 M
3 AP AMADEUS TEST
4 TK XL17JUN/1325/DELXXXXXX
DDDEL
DEL TIME IS 1320/0120P ON SUN17JUN18
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Illustration II
The maximum action time of TKXL element will no longer exceed the departure time of first air segment in
PNR.
Warning INVALID TICKETING DATE will be generated on end of transaction (ET or ER), in case the time
mentioned in TKXL is after the departure time of first air segment.
In the below shared example, flight departs at 0600hrs on 19DEC and TKXL is 19DEC / 0601hours.
RP/DELXXXXXX/
1.AMADEUS/TEST
2 UK 975 Y 19DEC 3 DELBOM DK1 0600 0805 19DEC E 0 320 M
3 AP AMADEUS TEST
4 TK XL19DEC/0601/DELXXXXXX
>RFM;ER
INVALID TICKETING DATE
WARNING: UK REQUIRES TICKET ON OR BEFORE 20JUL:1300/S2

For more information, please refer HETK, or contact your Amadeus Helpdesk.
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